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Abstract
Dynamic defaults for recurring purchases determine what happens to consumers
enrolled in a product or service who take no action at a decision point. Consumers
may face automatic renewal, automatic switching, or non-purchase defaults. Privately
optimal dynamic defaults depend on the contributions of adjustment costs versus psychological factors leading to inaction: both produce inertia under renewal defaults,
but di¤er under non-renewal defaults. Defaults have equilibrium e¤ects on pricing by
changing the elasticity of repeat demand. Socially optimal defaults depend on …rms’
pricing responses as well; more elastic repeat demand restrains price increases on repeat
customers and can reduce ine¢ cient switching.
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Introduction

Defaults determine what happen to consumers who do not actively express a preference.
This paper examines a previously unstudied category of default – "dynamic defaults" for
recurring purchases of products or services. Products purchased on a ‡ow or subscription
basis are ubiquitous, and such products have dynamic defaults: defaults that determine
whether a consumer who previously purchased the product will continue to purchase the
product if they do not make an active decision. This paper shows how these defaults a¤ect
…rm behavior and how they can be optimally set.
This paper provides a model to describe consumer behavior under dynamic defaults,
and shows how optimal dynamic defaults depend on both the source of individual inertia
and on how …rms’pricing responses. It is well known that one-time assignment default rules
can have powerful e¤ects on individual behavior in many contexts, from retirement savings
behavior (Madrian and Shea 2001; Choi, Laibson, Madrian and Metrick 2004; Goda and
Manchester 2013) to organ donation (Johnson and Goldstein 2003; Abadie and Gay 2004).
Yet defaults do not merely a¤ect individual behavior: they also have equilibrium e¤ects.
This paper is the …rst to examine optimal defaults in markets where …rms strategically
interact with individuals.1 The model shows how defaults have externalities, as the defaults
consumers would choose for themselves do not necessarily correspond to the socially optimal
default. Hence, market designers may desire to intervene and set market-wide defaults,
such as employers administering retirement funds, health insurance exchanges, and utility
regulators o¤ering consumer choice of electricity prices.
Products purchased on a ‡ow or subscription basis are prevalent in many sectors of
the economy, including healthcare (insurance, prescription drug re…lls), …nance (banking
and investment services, credit cards), energy (electricity), telecommunications (cell phones,
cable, internet), and consumer products (for instance, online retailer Amazon.com has a
program in which consumers can subscribe to period deliveries of various items, such as
food or batteries). In each case, consumers enroll in a product or service at a speci…ed
price. However, these markets do not typically feature long-term price commitment, so
…rms can later update their prices. Consumers can then either actively switch to a di¤erent
product/service (or to no product), actively choose to stay with their current product/service,
or simply do nothing. For instance, consumers can choose to renew their current health
insurance plan or switch plans during the annual open enrollment period. Banks and credit
card companies alter fee structure and contracts, and consumers could actively a¢ rm their
1

Note that one-time assignment default rules can have equilibrium e¤ects as well, as they can change the
price elasticity of demand that …rms face.
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acceptance of the new terms or switch to a competing …rm. However, consumers often
simply take no action. Dynamic defaults determine what happens to if a consumer takes no
action. Under an automatic renewal default, customers who do nothing are automatically
renewed with their current service provider, regardless of the provider’s new price. In other
contexts, consumers need to make an active decision to continue purchasing their current
product or service. Under an automatic switching default, failure to act leads consumers
to be switched to an alternative product (e.g. a cheaper electricity supplier); under a nonpurchase default, consumers receive no product at all if they do not act (e.g. not renewing
a magazine subscription).
Policy-makers have attempted to determine how dynamic defaults can best be set, but
they have lacked an analytic framework to guide their choice. Consider the Medicare Part D
prescription drug insurance market, a large and controversial program that is also a model
for other health insurance exchanges.2 Prices for insurance plans vary from year to year,
and individuals can switch between plans each year. Policy-makers debated3 which dynamic
default should apply to low-income individuals: should they be automatically renewed in
their current plan, or automatically switched to a similar, cheaper plan? They were concerned
that low-income individuals would be inattentive, and be exploited by …rms raising prices on
them in later years. Automatic switching has potential bene…ts to enrollees –those who are
switched save money –but could also be harmful if enrollees faced costs of switching plans,
such as missed prescriptions. Ultimately, these low-income enrollees were given an automatic
switching default: if their plan raised its price above a benchmark threshold, they had to
actively send in a form to reenroll in their current plan, or else they would be automatically
switched to one of the cheapest plans in the market. In contrast, higher-income enrollees
received an automatic renewal default, in which they stayed in their plan unless they actively
chose otherwise.4 This paper provides a framework to guide this the decision, and derives
how parameters estimated from simple choice experiments can be used to determine the
optimal default.
Dynamic defaults matter because individuals display inertia –they tend to avoid making
an active decision and are likely to stick with past choices, even though they would make a
2

Medicare Part D provides prescription drug insurance for the elderly. In contrast to traditional Medicare,
it relies on a competitive market of …rms that o¤er prescription drug insurance plans. It receives government
subsidies of about $40 billion annually and covers over 24 million people. For more detail on the program in
general, see Duggan, Healy, and Scott Morton (2008). For more detail on its defaults, inertia, the low-income
subsidy program, see Ericson (2014a).
3
See e.g. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (2009); Summer, Hoadley and Hargrave (2010).
4
The Massachusetts Group Insurance Commission (health insurance for state employees) provides another
example of a dynamic switching default: in 2011, individuals who did not make an active choice were by
default automatically switched to the cheapest plan unless they made an active choice.
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di¤erent choice if they were choosing for the …rst time. Often the failure of individuals to
switch products to take advantage of cheaper alternatives has been interpreted as switching
costs or adjustment costs (e.g. Greenstein’s (1993) study of computer systems; Chetty et
al. (2011) on labor supply). Adjustment costs are prevalent and impact behavior in many
domains. Yet the literature also shows substantial inertial behavior even when the costs of
switching seem much smaller than gains. In employer-provided health insurance, Handel
(2013) examined choice following a large price change and …nds that individuals may have
forgone gains of approximately $2000 that year to stay in their current plan, even though the
alternative option was o¤ered by the same …rm, had identical networks, and could be switched
to by mailing in a simple form.5 Madrian and Shea (2001) examine retirement savings plans,
and …nd that initial enrollment defaults that do not require employees to send in a form
have economically signi…cant e¤ects on retirement savings; Chetty et al. (2012) show that
defaults have signi…cant e¤ects on wealth accumulation. Moreover, Esteves-Sorenson and
Perretti (2011) …nd evidence of non-trivial inertia even when adjustment costs are tiny –
changing a television channel.
Distinguishing between two types of frictions is necessary to set optimal dynamic defaults: real adjustment (switching) costs and psychological factors that lead to inaction
(PFLIs). Both types of frictions lead to inertia under automatic renewal defaults, and so are
often mistakenly con‡ated. However, real adjustment costs and PFLIs can be distinguished
from each other via choice behavior, and di¤er in their implications for welfare and for the
e¤ects of non-renewal defaults. Adjustment costs are costs borne when moving between
products, and include time and e¤ort costs (e.g. setting up new paperwork or learning how
a new product or service operates) and welfare-reducing psychological costs (e.g. such as
fear or loss aversion). However, psychological factors6 can also lead individuals to fail to
act, even if switching products is not costly: e.g. inattention (Lacetera, Pope, and Sydnor
2012), procrastination (O’Donoghue and Rabin 2001), and limited memory (Ericson 2011).
For instance, individuals can forget to send back a form, even if sending the form is not itself
costly. If individuals are inactive because they are forgetful but do not face large adjustment
costs, an automatic switching default can make them better o¤ by switching them to cheaper
services of equivalent quality. On the other hand, if individuals face large adjustment costs
but still forget to opt out of the default, automatic switching can make them worse o¤.
The analysis of dynamic defaults requires an equilibrium model that considers …rms’
pricing responses. Because defaults a¤ect individual behavior, they change the incentives
5

A number of other studies document inertia in health insurance choice, including Samuelson and Zeckhauser’s (1988) classic paper status quo bias, and Strombom, Buchmueller and Feldstein’s (2002) examination
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facing …rms and thereby alter …rms’ optimal prices. Inertia implies that potential repeat
customers are less price-sensitive than potential new customers. As a result, prices are often
lower for …rst-time buyers than for consumers already enrolled in a subscription product or
service: …rms can end an introductory o¤er (Taylor 2003) or simply raise their standard
price once they have an established customer base. A large theoretical literature (see Farrell
and Klemperer 2007 for a review) predicts this invest-then-harvest pricing pattern in a
variety of contexts,7 and this pricing pattern is prevalent in many markets. Defaults a¤ect
the price elasticity of demand and thus the di¤erential between prices faced by new and
repeat customers (e.g. introductory prices v. legacy prices). Non-renewal defaults, such as
automatic switching, can raise the elasticity of demand of existing consumers and thereby
lower this equilibrium price di¤erential.
I examine the equilibrium e¤ect of dynamic defaults in an invest-then-harvest model
with overlapping generations of consumers. I consider both a perfectly competitive environment (e.g. electricity) and a monopoly seller (e.g. subscriptions to a magazine). In
the competitive equilibrium, the choice of default a¤ects e¢ ciency but not the division of
surplus between consumers and …rms, as …rms make zero pro…ts. A lower equilibrium price
di¤erential can increase e¢ ciency, as consumers not directly a¤ected by the default switch
less, reducing resources expended on adjustment costs; against these gains are weighed the
increased adjustment costs borne by consumers directly a¤ected by the default. I derive conditions under which an automatic switching default is privately and socially optimal. Then,
the monopolist model highlights strategic considerations in setting the initial price, showing
how the choice of default a¤ects pro…ts: unless consumers dislike automatic renewal enough
to substantially reduce the number of consumers who enter the market, the monopolist will
make higher pro…ts under automatic renewal. As a corollary, if individuals are su¢ ciently
myopic, the monopolist will always prefer the automatic renewal default.
When …rms respond to incentives created by defaults, defaults have externalities, and
the socially optimal default for the population may not coincide with the privately optimal
default for an individual. For instance, automatic switching may be the socially optimal
default because it lowers the equilibrium price di¤erential between new and existing products.
Yet a given individual may prefer that an automatic renewal default applied to him or
her alone, allowing the individual to avoid bearing adjustment costs and leaving others to
discipline the market. Thus, having consumers choose their own defaults will not necessarily
lead to the socially optimal default being chosen. I show a simple method for determining
the socially optimal default from choice experiments.
This paper builds on the previous literature on defaults. Carroll et al. (2009) examine
7
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a di¤erent type of default – optimal initial assignment defaults for retirement savings – in
a context where …rms are not strategic actors. Their model assumes a particular source of
inaction: individuals are quasi-hyperbolic discounters (Laibson 1997), and so do not opt-out
of the default even if the gain is greater than the cost. As a result, individuals in Carroll
et al. (2009) will certainly opt-out of the default if the consequences are bad enough, which
motivates their results on active decisions and o¤-set defaults (defaults that would lead
individuals to have poor outcomes if they did not act). In contrast, the model of switching
frictions used in this paper can accommodate other psychological biases, such as forgetting
or inattention: with PFLIs, the probability an individual will act is increasing in the net
gain to doing so, but an individual may not act even if the gain to action is very high.
Bernheim, Fradkin, and Popov (2011) also examine retirement savings rate defaults, and
use the framework of Bernheim and Rangel (2009) to analyze the welfare e¤ects of initial
assignment defaults without taking a stance on the source of inertia. In contrast, for setting
dynamic defaults, I show how choice data can be used to distinguish real adjustment costs
from PFLIs, and conduct standard welfare analysis.
This paper assumes as a baseline that individuals are sophisticated about both kinds
of frictions they face (adjustment costs and PFLIs); it does not rely on myopia or biased
beliefs, but can allow for them in the analysis.8 In the invest-then-harvest equilibrium, price
increases result from adjustment costs and the lack of long-term commitment and correctly
anticipated by consumers. This is distinct from other literature that …nds motivations for
back-loaded fees in the presence of biases: for instance, DellaVigna and Malmendier (2004)
…nd that …rms have an incentive to use automatic renewal, create switching costs, and charge
back-loaded fees (e.g. making it di¢ cult to cancel a gym membership) when individuals are
time-inconsistent and naive about their inconsistency. Similarly, Grubb (2009) …nds that if
consumers are overcon…dent about the quantity of a good they will purchase (e.g. cell phone
minutes), …rms will o¤er contracts with steep increases in marginal cost as more is purchased
in order to exploit consumers’underestimation of the risk of entering the contract’s high cost
region. However, insights from the "shrouded price" literature can be applied to the invest8

I also discuss myopic consumers in Section 4.4. A recent literature on inattentive consumption can
provide insight on interventions for myopic consumers. For instance, Grubb (2014) presents a model of "bill
shock", in which consumers haven’t tracked past usage (e.g. of cell phone minutes), and thus do not know
the marginal price in a nonlinear contract. A key regulatory decision there is whether or not to require active
disclosure about the marginal price. My baseline model assumes that consumers know the price, but may
or may not act to express their preferences; however, it would be interesting to combine the two models to
examine cases where consumers do not know the renewal price. Sallee (2013) then considers inattention to
product attributes (e.g. energy e¢ ciency) and the role of disclosure. Sallee notes that there may be rational
inattention to information that is not pivotal to choice. In my model, disclosure of the invest-then-harvest
pattern (and/or adjustment costs and PFLIs) could potentially bene…t myopes both in their decision to
purchase a product and the dynamic default they would choose.
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then-harvest equilibrium context, with a slight reinterpretation. For instance, Gabaix and
Laibson (2006) and Heidhues, Koszegi, and Murooka (2012) examine shrouded prices, in
which all consumers see a base price but myopic consumers do not see the add-on price;
the resulting equilibrium entails transfers from myopic to sophisticated consumers. In an
invest-then-harvest equilibrium, myopic consumers may not anticipate the high legacy price,
which can be thought of as "shrouded." The focus of this paper, though, is on the analysis of
dynamic defaults and how they interact with adjustment costs and PFLIs, even when they
are correctly anticipated.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops a model of consumers who have
both classical adjustment costs and psychological factors that lead to inaction. Section
3 examines optimal dynamic defaults in competitive equilibrium and Section 4 examines
the dynamic defaults in a monopoly market. Section 5 discusses how to separately identify
adjustment costs from psychological factors that lead to inaction. Finally, Section 6 discusses
the implications of the results and conclude.
2

Model of Consumer Behavior

2.1

Context

In the model, let there be overlapping generations of consumers who live for two periods
each ("young" and "old"), with a continuum of new consumers, normalized to measure one,
arriving each period. Consumers have a constant per-period valuation vi for one unit of a
non-storable product (and 0 for each additional unit). Consumers maximize their discounted
expected utility, rationally anticipate their own future behavior and future …rm behavior,
and have linear utility for money in the region of the prices they face. Consumers discount
future utility by < 1 each period.
Contracts are for one period each, which can be thought of as a standard contract term
(e.g. a monthly rate for many internet service providers, a year for most health insurance
products, 2-3 years for many cell phone products).9 Firms cannot commit to prices in future
periods and consumers cannot commit to purchasing in future periods; incomplete contracts
without commitment to future prices and purchases are commonly observed. Inability to
commit can result from a number of factors, including regulatory constraints on the form of
the contract (e.g. many insurance markets), or costs of writing and enforcing a su¢ ciently
9

The length of contract is taken to be exogenous and the consumer’s decision is simply whether to renew
at the end of the term or not. This captures many markets: for instance, health insurance sold on exchanges
in the U.S. have a one-year term and are not free to set cancellation or renewal terms other than a simple
price. In a more complex model with informational asymmetries, contract length and cancellation terms
could be examined as in Inderst and Ottaviani (2013)’s model of sales talk and refunds.
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detailed commitment contract (i.e. on both cost and quality) given future uncertainty.10
2.2

Consumer Behavior

Consumers who purchased a product last period have three options: renew the purchase
of the current product, switch to an alternative product, or cease purchasing all together.
Consumers can either actively express their preference for one of these options, or they can
do nothing and take the default. Actively expressing their preference requires bearing "optout costs" given by (e.g. the cost of sending in a form), but taking the default is costless.
In this section, I describe how a¤ects consumer behavior. However, since is typically
small, I assume = 0 in Sections 3 and 4 of the paper for clarity of exposition and treat
> 0 in the Appendix.
There are two classes of frictions that a¤ect behavior. Both sources of frictions will lead
to inertial behavior when the default is automatic renewal, but will lead to di¤erent behavior under an automatic switching default. They can thus be distinguished using revealed
preference.
1. Consumers face real adjustment (or switching) costs that result from moving
between products and that reduce welfare; these will lead consumers to prefer to stay
with their current product, all else equal. Real adjustment costs are present in many
markets: whether switched by active decision or by default, virtually every switch
involves paperwork. When switching insurance plans, consumers need to learn the rules
of their new plan; when switching checking accounts or credit cards, they may need
to reenter billing and direct deposit information. Also counted under real adjustment
costs is the experience of disutility from negative emotions (e.g. confusion, fear, loss
aversion) that may occur when consumers switch.
2. Consumers are subject to psychological factors that lead to inaction (PFLIs).
PFLIs a¤ect whether a consumer actively expresses their preference, but not their
welfare conditional on the action taken. PFLIs lead consumers to take the default; even
when a consumer perceives a net bene…t from acting, they may not make an active
decision, but instead do nothing and take the default. For instance, an individual may
wish to switch to another product but forget (Ericson 2011; Letzler and Taso¤ 2012),
procrastinate on taking action (O’Donoghue and Rabin 2001; Ariely and Wertenbroch
2002), or simply not be paying attention to this decision (Lacetera, Pope, and Sydnor
10

When the model is generalized to allow …rms to costlessly commit to future prices, contracts without
commitment to future prices emerge endogenously if consumers are myopic about future …rm behavior.
Myopic consumers are unwilling to pay higher prices in the present for future gains.
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2010; Taubinsky 2013). These inactivity factors lead consumers to take the default
option, even if their welfare would be increased (as they themselves would judge it) if
they made an active decision.
I capture adjustment costs by having each consumer pay ! i if and only if they leave
their current product. This cost ! i is drawn from a continuous c.d.f. G (!) in the consumer’s
second period; in the consumer’s …rst period, the distribution G is known but ! i is unknown.
Consumers bear the cost ! i regardless of whether the switching results from their choice, or
from them being switched by default. For instance, regardless of how consumers are switched
between health insurance plans, they must set up new billing information and switch doctors
if their previous doctor is not covered in the new plan’s network.11
I capture PFLIs by letting each consumer have a tolerance for inaction i : the consumer
has a maximum tolerable loss of i from taking the default: This has the property that the
probability a psychological factor will lead a consumer to take the default is decreasing in the
gain to making an active decision.12 For instance, a consumer is more likely to pay attention
and remember to switch credit cards the larger is the di¤erence in interest rate between the
two cards. The timing of the realization of is the same as for ! : i is drawn in the second
period from the c.d.f H ( ), independent of the distribution of !; in the consumer’s …rst
period, distribution H is known but not the value of i :
Although most of the existing optimal default literature has attributed default-taking
to quasi-hyperbolic (
; Laibson 1997) preferences, neither naive nor sophisticated quasihyperbolic preferences are likely to plausibly explain default taking when the losses from
inaction are extremely large and a deadline is present (e.g. as in Handel [2013], see also
discussions in Ericson [2011]). Also, note that the distribution of captures the fact that
inaction is stochastic–consumers may not know whether they will forget to send in a form.
PFLIs provide a more ‡exible framework to capture when individuals will take the default,
as default-taking is likely the product of a complex interaction of many biases (e.g. memory
and time-inconsistency interact in complex ways, as shown in Ericson [2014b]). In the next
section, I show how PFLIs di¤er from quasi-hyperbolic preferences.
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Figure 1: Timeline
2.3

Consumer Behavior Under Defaults

Consumers thus face a decision situation as outlined in Figure 1. I now consider three
potential default options13 that determine what happens if the consumer does not actively
express their preference:
Automatic renewal with the consumer’s current product from the same …rm.
Automatic switching to the lowest priced product of the type the consumer chose.
Non-purchase so that the customer buys no product.
11

The cost ! is thus distinct from opt-out costs , since ! is borne regardless of whether an individual
switched by default or by active choice, while is borne whenever the individual opts-out of the default,
regardless of whether it results in a product switch.
12
Given how is modeled, it can also capture other wedges between action and welfare, such as incorrect
beliefs about the gain to action.
13
The default could, in principle, entail arbitrary consequences, such as a …ne for non-responding. I assume
that …nes for not actively expressing preference are not feasible policies, due to concerns over the limit of
government power and/or constraints on the ability to collect such …nes. It is also intuitive to consider
a default that automatically switches individuals only if the price di¤erence p exceeds some threshold.
However, in the current set up, there is no uncertainty about p and the optimal default will indeed depend
on p. To consider a threshold default, the model would need to be further extended to allow for uncertainty
in what p will be.
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Consumer behavior depends on the default, their adjustment cost ! i , and their PFLI
i : Consider a consumer who purchased a product last period that is now priced at plegacy :
Switching to the cheapest identical product priced at pinitial gives a utility gain of U =
p = plegacy pinitial . From this gain is subtracted the consumer’s real adjustment cost
! i : Thus, whenever p
! i > 0; a consumer would prefer to be switched to the cheaper
product. However, their behavior is a¤ected by costs of expressing preference , PFLIs ,
and the default.
Under the automatic renewal default, a consumer will actively choose to switch products
if the net gain to switching exceeds their tolerance for inaction it ; and otherwise take the
default and stay in their current product. In order to switch, consumers must also actively
express their preference and pay . Hence, a consumer switches under automatic renewal if
p !i
> i : With this default, a consumer is never switched when they prefer not to
be switched ( p ! i < 0), but they sometimes do not switch even when there would be a
gain to doing so.
Under the automatic switching default, a consumer must actively express their preference to stay in the current product. The gain to switching then comprises p and the
saved opt-out costs . Hence, a consumer switches under the automatic switching default if
p !i + >
i ; tolerating a loss up to i from staying with the default and switching;
that is, they will sometimes switch even if the adjustment cost from switching outweighs the
…nancial gain.14
Under a non-purchase default, consumers get utility vi plegacy
from their current
product if they actively express a preference to keep purchasing their current product, get
vi pinitial ! i
if they actively express a preference to switch to a cheaper product, and
! i if they take the default.15 They opt-out of the default and choose their preferred option
whenever vi
+ max f plegacy + ! i ; pinitial g > i .
Figure 2 summarizes consumer behavior, distinguishing between consumers who face no
PFLIs ("attentive") and consumers who do ("inattentive" or "forgetful" consumers). Repeat
14

In contrast, consider how an individual with quasi-hyperbolic preferences would behave before the deadline for responding. Set = 1 and = 0. Then, under an automatic renewal default, the consumer would
choose to switch whenever
p > ! + ; assuming and ! are paid today. Under automatic switching,
the only di¤erence is that needs to be paid in order to not switch, rather than to switch. Then, the
consumer would choose to switch whenever
p>!
: The di¤erence in the probability of switching is
the probability that ! 2
p
; which is limited for small. However, PFLIs capture the fact that defaults
can lead to large losses as may be large with some probability (i.e. forgetting to send back an important
form).
15
Here, the adjustment cost ! is assumed to be the same if they move to a di¤erent product or no product
at all. This could be generalized to allow adjustment costs and PFLIs to di¤er between non-purchase of a
product and switching among products. For instance, having the electricity go out is a potent reminder to
act and repurchase in electricity; foregone monetary gains from not switching to a cheaper supplier are not
nearly so salient.
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Figure 2: Consumer Repeat Demand Under Di¤erent Defaults. Assumes products are perfect
substitutes and opt-out cost = 0:
demand for a product depends on the default; I use Drepeat as the general term for the probability a consumer will repurchase the product, and indicate repeat demand under a particular
R1
Sw
= 0 H (!
p
) dG (!) ;
default with a superscript: under automatic switching Drepeat
R1
Re
and under automatic renewal Drepeat = 1
H( p !
) dG (!) ; repeat demand for
0
a non-purchase default is discussed in Section 4.
3
3.1

Dynamic Defaults and Competitive Equilibrium
Market Setup

In order to analyze optimal defaults, we need to determine the equilibrium that results
under each default. In this section, I describe a perfectly competitive equilibrium with overlapping generations of consumers and then show conditions for optimal defaults. I assume
…rm are price takers in the market for new purchasers, and can set prices separately for
repeat purchasers (legacy prices).
Because products are ex-ante identical and …rms cannot commit to future behavior,
consumers always choose the cheapest product when they enter the market. I assume all
…rms charging the same price receive an equal share of all the unattached consumers and
switchers who choose a product with that price. For the competitive equilibrium, I assume
11

valuation vi is high enough that a non-purchase default is neither optimal nor credible (e.g.
products that individuals are mandated to have, such as health or auto insurance, or are
almost certain to have, such as electricity), and thus restrict discussion to automatic renewal
or automatic switching defaults.16
3.2

The Invest-then-Harvest Equilibrium

In setting prices, …rms have two motives: an investment motive, to acquire market share
for the future, and a harvesting motive, to maximize pro…ts this period on new and existing
customers. These incentives lead to an "invest-then-harvest" pricing pattern: low initial
prices (perhaps below marginal cost), and higher "legacy" prices for repeat purchasers.
Each …rm o¤ers one product and sets its price for …rst-time purchasers pinitial and legacy
price plegacy each period; competing on prices only. The cost of each customer to the …rm
is a constant c. Firms are in…nitely lived with discount factor ; and seek to maximize the
expected discounted present value of pro…ts Vt , which is given by ‡ow pro…ts and future
pro…ts in the recursive equation:
Vt = (pinitial

c) Dnew + (plegacy

c) Drepeat + Vt+1 (Dnew )

where Drepeat is repeat demand from consumers who bought from the …rm in the previous
period; and Dnew is the demand of potential switchers from other products and new customers
entering the market unattached to any product. The last term captures that future …rm
value depends on its current market share. I assume Drepeat is continuous; this results from
a continuous distribution of !. I also assume the second order conditions are satis…ed (i.e.
that Drepeat implies declining marginal revenue so that pro…ts on repeat enrollees are strictly
concave in quantity sold.)
The …rm’s …rst order condition for optimal legacy pricing is thus plegacy = c + 1 ;
repeat

0
Drepeat
Drepeat

where repeat =
is the negative of the semi-elasticity of repeat consumers. Note that
repeat demand and its semi-elasticity depend on the choice of default. Because we have
assumed a perfectly competitive environment, the zero-pro…t condition determines pinitial :
Competitive equilibrium assumes …rms are price-takers for pinitial –i.e. a continuum of …rms–
thus ruling out collusive repeated-game strategies.
Proposition 1. For a given default, a competitive equilibrium exists and takes the following
16

A full treatment of non-renewal versus automatic switching defaults needs to specify how adjustment
costs and PFLIs di¤er between non-purchase of a product and switching among products. For instance,
having the electricity go out is a potent reminder to act and repurchase in electricity; foregone monetary
gains from not switching to a cheaper supplier are not nearly so salient.
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Drepeat
form: each period, …rms set introductory prices pinitial = c
and legacy
Repeat 1+(1 Drepeat )
prices plegacy = c + 1 : All young consumers purchase a product at an introductory price.
repeat
Fraction 1 Drepeat of old consumers switch to a di¤erent product and get an introductory
price.

The intuition behind the results can be simply seen by examining how consumers and
…rms would behave if the market were ending this period. This is equivalent to setting
= 0. Young consumers and old switchers simply choose the cheapest product, as they are
all perfect substitutes. Hence, when …rms set prices for new customers, they face a perfectly
elastic demand curve, and set price equal to marginal cost: pinitial = c: For repeat customers,
…rms have market power over repeat customers due to adjustment costs and PFLIs. Given
that consumers who switch products will switch to a product sold at price pinitial ; …rms
simply set legacy prices with their …rst-order condition. (In contrast, when there are neither
adjustment costs nor PFLIs, introductory and legacy prices are both set to marginal cost,
as consumers would simply choose the cheapest product each period.)
With > 0; the …rm’s …rst order condition and the elasticity of repeat demand still
determines plegacy : The market is perfectly competitive for introductory prices, and so …rms
compete away the pro…ts they will later make on consumers "stuck in place". The zero-pro…t
: The last fraction arises because
condition implies pinitial = c
(plegacy c) 1+(1Drepeat
Drepeat )
…rms only sell at the higher legacy price to (old) repeat customers, but sell at introductory
prices to both old and young …rst-time customers.17 This then simpli…es to pinitial = c
Drepeat
: Initial prices are now lower than marginal cost, as …rms invest in acquiring
Repeat 1+(1 Drepeat )
market share in the future. De…ne p
plegacy pinitial as the price di¤erential between
legacy and initial prices.
Compared to a situation in which …rms could commit to future prices or simply charged
the same price each period, this equilibrium is ine¢ cient. So long as consumers bear some real
adjustment costs, switching between identical products is a waste. These results also suggest
other potential ine¢ ciencies. Because there is switching, …rms and consumers may have
reduced incentives to invest in relationship-speci…c investments (e.g. insurer investments in
enrollees’future health).
17

By assumption, …rms can price on purchase history but not age. If …rms could price on both age and
purchase history, competition would set prices equal to marginal cost c for old switchers. Legacy prices for
repeat purchasers would be set based on the elasticity of repeat demand, and introductory prices for young
consumers would simply be equal to c
(plegacy c) Drepeat :
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3.3

Privately Optimal Defaults

Given this equilibrium, I …rst consider what defaults are privately optimal: what default
an individual consumer would choose for themselves, holding …xed the defaults that everyone
else faces. In this analysis, the prices a consumer faces do not vary depending on the
default they choose. It is commonly found that consumers can change their default renewal
option at some point during the contract without changing their price; in many markets,
regulators do not allow prices to vary depending on the default (insurance exchanges, utilities,
cable/internet).18 Moreover, consumers can implement their chosen default with third-party
services (unobserved by the …rm): an insurance broker could be instructed to switch or
renew policies, a personal …nance website such as mint.com could be given permission to
automatically cancel old credit cards and apply for new ones when better deals are available,
and in general, automation scripts can automatically cancel orders or place new ones (see
the consumer site "if-this-then-that" at ifttt.com).
While the equilibrium that obtains under a given default regime depends only the switching behavior of consumers, the optimal default will depend on the relative contributions of
adjustment costs versus PFLIs. Because choice of default depends on the source of frictions,
this analysis again shows how adjustment costs can be distinguished from PFLIs via revealed
preference. When choosing a default for herself, a consumer weighs the change in prices paid
against the change in adjustment costs borne, taking into account that PFLIs will a¤ect
their behavior.
Proposition 2 below considers when automatic switching versus automatic renewal would
be the optimal default for an individual consumer or small group (formally, the case where
the default a¤ects a measure-zero subset of the population.) For expositional simplicity, I
make the following set of assumptions:
Assumption 1. Assume that consumers are "inattentive" with probability ; in which case
= ; and are otherwise "attentive" ( = 0): Inattentive consumers have
p so that
they do not switch under an automatic reenrollment default. Opt-out costs = 0.
I drop this assumption in the appendix. The two point distribution of allows us to
speak simply of inattentive (or forgetful) consumers, and the results intuitively extend to
a general distribution H ( ) : The assumption that
p simply entails that inattention
is large enough to matter for the purposes of automatic reenrollment. Results with > 0
simply create an additional motivation to choose a default that matches the modal switching
behavior of the population: if most people switch plans each period, then an automatic
18

If consumers were instead to choose among products with default-speci…c prices, they would also consider
the e¤ect of the di¤erential prices paid and how that a¤ected switching behavior when attentive as well.
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switching default might raise welfare by saving most people the cost of opting out of the
default.
Proposition 2. Given Assumption 1 and perfect competition, the privately optimal dynamic
R + p
default is automatic switching if 0
!dG (!) < p G + p ; and is otherwise automatic renewal.
The intuition behind Proposition 2 is as follows: the default only matters for consumers
when they are inattentive or forgetful. Consumers compare the expected additional adjustment costs borne under automatic switching to the amount of price savings. Under automatic
switching, inattentive consumers switch whenever the adjustment cost is below the threshold + p; which occurs with probability G + p : They save p when they switch,
but expected adjustment costs are the integral of ! up to that threshold. A consumer’s
willingness
to pay for an automatic renewal
default over an automatic switching default
h
i
R + p
is
p G + p
!dG (!) ; where
captures the probability the consumer
0
draws the PFLI .
If the price di¤erential is small but is high, then automatic switching will not typically
be optimal, since inattentive consumers would bear large adjustment costs (up to ) for little
gain. Conversely, when p is large because consumers are inattentive, but consumers do not
face many real adjustment costs, automatic switching will be optimal. The privately optimal
default can be determined by eliciting (from sophisticated consumers) their willingness to
pay to move from one default to another, or if the distributions of and ! as elicited.19
3.4

Socially Optimal Defaults

Defaults have externalities, and so the socially optimal default for consumers may di¤er
from the privately optimal default. I assume the social welfare function attaches equal
welfare weights to all consumers; given the zero-pro…t condition, payments to …rms are simply
transfers from one consumer to another. Thus, the socially optimal default minimizes total
adjustment costs borne.
When defaults are chosen for the entire population of consumers, the response of …rms to
the default must be considered. Moving from an automatic renewal default to an automatic
switching default alters the elasticity of demand of existing consumers, and so the equilibrium
19
Proposition 2 implies that the equilibrium that obtains when individuals can choose between default
regimes is quite simple in the absence of individual heterogeneity: either everyone prefers automatic switching
with pSw ; or prefers automatic reenrollment with pRe ; or is indi¤erent. Equilibrium could be quite
interesting–and complex–when individuals vary in their distributions of ! and ; as individuals would select
into the regime that is optimal for them, which in turn would alter …rms’optimal prices; like in other games
of incomplete information, equilibrium may unravel.
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price di¤erential p between introductory and legacy prices will di¤er under the two defaults.
Let this di¤erential take the value pSw under an automatic switching default and pRe
under an automatic renewal default. Proposition 3 shows that whether automatic switching
or automatic renewal is optimal will depend on the di¤erence between pSw and pRe .
Proposition 3. Given Assumption 1 and perfect competition, the socially optimal dynamic
R + pSw
R p
Re
default for the population is automatic switching if
!dG (!) < (1
) pSw
!dG (!),
0
and is otherwise automatic renewal.
Proposition 3 shows that the socially optimal default compares the two e¤ects of automatic switching. First, automatic switching increases the probability the
inattentive
consumers will switch, increasing their adjustment costs borne. This increases the elasticity
of demand …rms face20 and so lowers the equilibrium price di¤erential between introductory
and legacy prices: pSw < pRe : As a result, we have our second e¤ect: the 1
attentive consumers are less likely to switch under an automatic switching default. Social welfare
counts as a gain the reduction in adjustment costs borne by attentive consumers who draw
! in the region between pSw and pRe and do not switch. Automatic renewal may be optimal if inattentive consumers bear large adjustment costs but automatic switching has only
a small e¤ect on prices. Conversely, automatic switching is optimal if inattentive consumers
drive …rms’prices but do not bear large adjustment costs.21
Defaults have externalities, as illustrated by the di¤erence between the optimal default
from a given individual consumer’s perspective and the optimal default for the entire population. In some cases, automatic switching may be the optimal population default because it
raises the elasticity of demand and leads to lower price di¤erentials; nonetheless, a given consumer may prefer that his or her own default was automatic renewal to save his or her own
adjustment costs, leaving other people to discipline the market. The other case is possible
as well. When automatic switching does not change p very much, automatic renewal will
typically be socially optimal since there will be little savings in adjustment costs by attenR p
Re
tive individuals (the term (1
) pSw
!dG (!) will be small). However, faced with pRe ; a
given consumer may prefer that he or she (alone) faced an automatic switching default that
R + pRe
leads to price savings when he or she is inattentive: 0
!dG (!) < pRe G + pRe :
20

In this simple setting in which it is either 0 or ; it is always the case that pSw < pRe : However,
for some distributions of ; pSw > pRe due to more inelastic demand.
21
There are more general default policies, such as letting fraction of the population be subject to the
automatic renewal default and 1
be subject to the automatic switching default. Assuming …rms cannot
vary prices between these groups, optimal policy would then choose the that minimized total adjustment
costs. To determine this ; one would need to measure how p changes with : Then, the …rst order condition
would tradeo¤ the change in adjustment costs for attentive individuals versus inattentive individuals, as well
for the changing fraction of inattentive individuals subject to the switching default.
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The socially optimal default can be determined if the distributions of ; ! are known;
Section 5 will discuss how to elicit these distributions. However, Corollary 1 shows how the
socially optimal default can also be derived from simple choice experiments. First de…ne
W T P ReN otStay as the WTP for an automatic renewal default over a regime in which consumers were forced with probability one to renew their current product at the price di¤erential pRe ; this captures the option value of being able to switch or stay under the automatic
renewal default. Similarly, de…ne W T P SwN otStay as the WTP for an automatic switching
default over a regime in which consumers were forced with probability one to renew their
current product at the price di¤erential pSw ; this is again the option value of having the
opportunity to switch or stay given the automatic switching default. These willingesses-topay are the price savings from switching minus the adjustment costs borne when switching,
R pSw +
R pSw
!dG
(!)
(1
)
!dG (!)
and so W T P SwN otStay = pSw P r (SwitchSw )
0
0
R pRe
ReN otStay
!dG (!) : The probability the inand W T P
= pRe P r (SwitchRe ) (1
) 0
dividual switches under a given default P r (SwitchDef ) is observed, as is pDef ; allowing
calculation of the optimal default.
Corollary 1. The socially optimal dynamic default for the population is automatic switching
if W T P ReN otStay W T P SwN otStay < pRe P r (SwitchRe )
pSw P r (SwitchSw ) :
4
4.1

Defaults with a Monopolist Seller
Context

Examining a context with a monopolist seller allows us to examine non-purchase defaults
along with strategic considerations in the setting of the introductory price. In this analysis,
consumers decide each period whether to purchase the product; there is no switching, as
there is only one seller. A single …rm sells the product, and consumer i has per-period
valuation vi , with vi distributed with c.d.f. W that is independent of the distributions G; H.
As before, consumers live two periods (young and old), have discount factor (shared by the
monopolist), know the distributions G; H in advance but not their future draw from those
distributions, and correctly forecast the second period behavior of …rms and themselves.
The monopolist knows the distribution W but does not know any particular consumer’s
valuation. The monopolist can distinguish between repeat customers and new customers,
and thus can set two prices: plegacy for repeat customers and pinitial for new customers: I
continue to assume = 0; as well as that = > 0 with probability and = 0 otherwise.
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4.2

Consumer Behavior and Monopolist Price Setting

Here, I examine how consumers behave for a given default, and show how the monopolist
will set prices for a given default. Consumers can choose whether to enter the market and buy
when young and then whether they repurchase when old.22 Working backwards, consider the
choice of whether to repurchase the product. Repurchasing yields utility vi plegacy , while
not purchasing entails bearing an adjustment cost, giving utility ! i . Attentive consumers
( = 0) will thus repurchase the product i¤ ! i > plegacy vi ; noting that even an attentive
consumer may repurchase in cases where price exceeds valuation in order to avoid bearing
the adjustment cost: Inattentive consumers ( = ) face the same incentives, but have a
wedge between their action and welfare: Under an automatic renewal default, an inattentive
consumer will repurchase whenever their adjustment cost ! i is greater than a threshold, that
is whenever
! i > plegacy vi
! vi Re
Note that the renewal threshold depends on the default and the consumer’s valuation vi :
Under a non-purchase default, inattentive consumers are strictly less likely to repurchase:
plegacy vi + : Under a generic default, I write the
they do so whenever ! i > ! vi N on
renewal threshold as ! vi Def and write repeat demand for a consumer with valuation v as
Def
Dold
(v) :
Now, consider consumer behavior when young. The consumer will buy whenever vi
pinitial + E U^iDef > 0; where E U^iDef is their expected utility when old, which will depend
on both the default and legacy prices. Under a regularity condition23 ; there is a defaultspeci…c purchase threshold solution such that consumers purchase the product if and only if
vi vi Def .
22

I assume that consumers who do not purchase when young do not enter the market when old. This
can be thought of as resulting from large adjustment costs that are incurred when moving from the outside
option entailed by non-purchase to purchasing the product. This portion of the model could be generalized
at the cost of additional complexity (specifying another adjustment cost distribution). The choice of whether
to delay entry to the market until old in order to avoid the legacy price is an artifact of the two period model;
and would be less important in a multi-period model.
23
The regularity condition is required because of the wedge places between action and welfare, and reRe
quires that the lifetime utility of the product not be decreasing in v; or 1+ 1 Dold
(v)
g ! Re;v;
>
0; which is true for small and g: Note that there is always a threshold solution with a non-purchase default.
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This allows us to derive the population demand of the young and old consumers:24
Def
= 1
Dyoung
Z
Def
Dold =

W vDef
1

vDef

1

G ! vi Def

(1

) G (plegacy

v) dW (v)

Def
+
The monopolist simply wants to maximize total discounted pro…ts (pinitial c) Dyoung
Def
(plegacy c) Dold ; where demand and hence optimal prices will vary depending on the
default chosen. I continue to assume that Dyoung and Dold are continuous and that they
have declining marginal revenue (so that pro…ts on repeat enrollees are strictly concave in
quantity sold). The …rst-order condition for the legacy price then gives plegacy = c + 1 ,
old

D0

old
: Now, instead of a zero pro…t condition determining the introductory price,
with old = Dold
pinitial is determined by invest-then-harvest incentives. Note that changing pinitial not only
a¤ects demand of initial purchasers, but has an e¤ect on repeat demand by changing the mix
of who enters the market. The monopolist accounts for this e¤ect: the …rst-order condition
dDold =dpinitial
1
gives pinitial = c + 1
; where dDyoung =dpinitial and dDold =dpinitial
dDyoung =dpinitial
young
old
capture how changes in the introductory price a¤ect initial and repeat demand, respectively.
Note that because the monopolist cannot commit to future prices, plegacy is determined after
Dyoung is …xed.
From the monopolist’s perspective, its choice of optimal default simply compares the
Def
Def
pro…ts it would make under each default: pDef
+
pDef
c Dyoung
c Dold
: The
initial
legacy
monopolist takes into account that its optimal price would vary by the default regime; it
also takes into account that who enters the market when young as well as repeat demand
varies by default regime. However, the monopolist does not care about the distributions
of ! and except insofar as they a¤ect demand: the demand system is su¢ cient for the
monopolist to determine what price to charge. In contrast, determining the socially optimal
default and the consumer’s privately optimal default requires us to distinguish between PFLIs
and adjustment costs.
Intuitively, it seems as though the monopolist would always prefer the automatic renewal
default; however, this intuition is incorrect. It is true that holding …xed the population who
enters the market when young, the monopolist makes higher pro…ts on repeat customers
under automatic renewal. To see this, note that for any consumer with vi who entered the
market when young, their repeat demand at any price is higher under automatic renewal:
holding constant price, the increase in repeat demand under automatic renewal versus nonpurchase default is given by Pr(! 2 (plegacy v
) : Then, a su¢ cient condition for

24

Note that Dnew and Drepeat from the competitive equilibrium case di¤er from the demand curves de…ned
here, as …rst-time purchasers at the …rm are all young in the monopoly model.
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the monopolist to prefer automatic renewal is that demand of young consumers is weakly
higher under automatic renewal (vN on > vRe ): (Also note that in the absence of the ability
to commit to a default regime, the monopolist would always have an incentive to switch
to automatic renewal defaults.) However, a non-purchase default can be preferred if the
demand of young consumers is comparatively lower enough under automatic renewal–that
is, if fewer young consumers enter the market under automatic renewal because they strongly
prefer the non-purchase default.
4.3

Optimal Defaults

First, consider the privately optimal default (holding …xed the demand of the rest of the
population–and thus, prices) for someone who purchases when young under both defaults.
Then, the consumer prefers the non-purchase default to the automatic renewal default if the
reduced probability of repurchase times the net utility of purchase outweighs the increase in
adjustment costs borne.
Proposition 4. With a monopolist seller, the privately optimal dynamic default for a consumer who enters the market under both defaults is non-purchase i¤
(plegacy

v) G plegacy

vi +

G plegacy

vi

>

Z

plegacy vi +

!dG (!)

plegacy vi

and is otherwise automatic renewal. If the consumer enters the market for only one default,
their privately optimal dynamic default is the one under which they enter.
Proposition 4 shows that a necessary condition for non-purchase to be privately optimal
is that vi < plegacy (the consumer does not want to buy at the second period price), since
the left hand side of the inequality must outweigh the adjustment-costs avoided under automatic renewal and the di¤erence in second period inattentive demand G plegacy vi +
G plegacy vi
is positive. Yet even if it is the case that vi < plegacy ; a lower valuation
need not make automatic renewal more desirable. Another way of writing Proposition 4’s
condition for non-purchase to be privately optimal is plegacy vi > E !j! 2 (plegacy v)
;
which depends crucially on the distribution of ! between the two renewal thresholds:
Now, consider the socially optimal default. Again, social welfare is comprised of consumers’ valuation minus marginal cost of production minus any adjustment costs borne;
prices matter only insofar as they a¤ect behavior. The choice of default can a¤ect social welfare through three channels: repeat demand from attentive consumers, repeat demand from
inattentive consumers, and a change in the mix of consumers who enter the market. Below,
I de…ne the change in social welfare when moving from automatic renewal to a non-purchase
20

default as Att for attentive consumers and Inatt for inattentive consumers (so that the
terms are positive if non-purchase gives higher social welfare). Thus, we have:
Attentive consumers: The default a¤ects plegacy by changing the elasticity of repeat
demand: When the non-purchase default lowers plegacy ; more consumers who are attentive will repurchase when old, which increases social welfare since plegacy > c. Holding …xed initial demand, the social gain to repurchase is vi c + ! i ; while attentive consumers purchase if vi plegacy + ! i > 0: For each consumer type vi ; de…ne
R pRe
vi
Att (vi ) = (1
) pNlegacy
(vi c + !) dG (!) : the social surplus for this group
o
legacy vi
under the non-purchase default minus that under automatic renewal, weighted by the
probability of being attentive.
Inattentive consumers: Holding …xed price, fewer inattentive consumers will renew
under a non-purchase default. These cancellations are a loss when vi c > ! i ; but are
a gain for inattentive people who drew high adjustment costs. Moreover, the default
also a¤ects the mix of inattentive consumers who take the default by changing plegacy
and thus the net gain to an active decision. For each consumer type vi ; de…ne this
o
R pNlegacy
vi +
(vi c + !) dG :
term as Inatt (vi ) =
Re
p
vi
legacy

Change in who enters the market: Defaults change consumers’expected utility when
old, and thus change who purchases when young. So long as pinitial > c; the increase in
initial purchases raises social welfare: consumers only purchase if their expected utility
is positive, and social welfare is simply expected utility plus prices paid minus the
costs of the product (when purchased). The expected two period social surplus from a
consumer
Def is N ewDef (vi ) =
h with valuation
i vi enteringR the market under a default
R !vi Def
p
v
Def
(vi c) 1 + Dold
(vi )
(1
) 0 legacy i !dG (!)
!dG (!) :
0

Having de…ned these terms, we have the following proposition:

Proposition 5. With a monopolist seller, the socially optimal dynamic default is nonR1
Rv
purchase i¤ maxfv ;v g [ Att (v) + Inatt (v)] dW (v) > v N on N ewDef (v) dW (v) ; where
Re N o
Re
Def is the default under which more consumers enter the market when young, and is otherwise automatic renewal.
On the left-hand side of the inequality, we integrate the change in social welfare over all
the consumers with valuations that entered the market under both defaults. Their behavior
when young is unchanged, so this term is comprised of the change in behavior when old,
is discounted by ; and is decomposed into terms for attentive and inattentive consumers.
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The right-hand side of the inequality integrates over the additional consumers who purchase
only under one default. The threshold for purchase v depends on the default; the default
that brings the most consumers into the market will depend on the distributions of F; G;
and W . If there are more initial purchasers under automatic renewal (vN on > vRe ); the
introductory price under automatic renewal is low enough to outweigh any potential bene…t
of the non-purchase default on the legacy price or unintended renewals.
4.4

Extension: Myopia

Up until now, we have assumed that consumers are sophisticated about their future
behavior and …rms’ future behavior. However, consumers can be myopic in at least four
di¤erent ways: they can disregard the future entirely (setting = 0); they can mistakenly
believe that they will not have PFLIs (when young, perceived ^ = 0 but actually > 0
when old), they can mistakenly believe that they will not have adjustment costs (when
young, perceived !
^ = 0 but they actually have ! > 0 when old), and they can mistakenly
believe that introductory prices will persist (an anticipated legacy price that is equal to
pinitial ).
Myopic consumers enter the market too often. Consumers should only enter if vi
pinitial + EU (v) > 0; where EU (v) is the consumer’s expected utility when old. Note that
EU (v) is negative for vi = pinitial ; as legacy prices are higher than pinitial and adjustment
costs are (in expectation) positive; thus, this consumer should not enter the market. However,
a consumer with vi
pinitial will enter the market if = 0 (they disregard the future); or
if p^legacy = pinitial (they anticipate weakly positive next period utility), or if !
^ = ^ = 0
(they anticipate not purchasing next period but without facing adjustment costs). Thus, all
consumers who should enter the market do so (the optimal purchase threshold v > pinitial ),
along with additional consumers who should avoid the market.
From the monopolist perspective, then, myopia is quite attractive: not only does it
enable the monopolist to set the preferred automatic renewal default (since initial demand
is una¤ected by the default when consumers are myopic), it also expands who enters the
market (which surely increases pro…ts if pinitial > c).
5

Discussion: Identi…cation of Real Adjustment Costs versus PFLIs

While Corollary 1 shows how simple choice experiments can be used to derive the optimal
default in competitive equilibrium, it is also of interest to separately identify real adjustment
costs ! from PFLIs . I discuss how to do so here. The key intuition is that ! and lead
to similar behavior under an automatic renewal default, they lead to very di¤erent behavior
22

under an automatic switching default.
Consider product A and product B, and let B be the more preferred product. When
products are not identical, the di¤erence in their valuations for the product can be ascertained
by eliciting willingness-to-pay (WTP) from new choosers (unattached to any product)25 for
each product for one period only. For now, though, let product A and product B be perfect
substitutes, so that the di¤erence in utility from purchasing the products is just the price
di¤erence p:
The real adjustment cost ! can be identi…ed by WTP to avoid being forced to switch
between products next period. Consider a consumer who previously purchased product A,
and who is now given a choice between staying in product A for certain versus being switched
to product B for certain next period. This identi…es the expected value of !; as the di¤erence
in WTP is p E!: If instead, this WTP is elicited immediately before the switching occurs,
when ! i is revealed to consumers, the ex-post distribution of ! can be identi…ed, as it gives
p ! i : All these WTP elicitations hold constant regardless of what the consumer chooses,
since an active choice is required only at the time of elicitation.
To identify the costs of opting-out of the default and expressing preference (e.g. sending in a form), the researcher can elicit WTP to avoid a task similar to the method of opting
out: Moreover, can also be identi…ed from choice behavior in the market environment
without needing to de…ne a similar task. Consider a consumer who previously purchased
product A, and elicit that consumer’s WTP to be given a switching default versus an automatic renewal default. Appendix A.2 shows that this WTP is a function of and other
observable objects: the probability of switching times the gain to switching (observed in the
data), the di¤erence in adjustment costs borne under each default (elicited as above), and
the probability of opting out of the default (observed in the data) times : Note that can
be clearly distinguished from : an individual who opts out of the default will pay ; and
this will be re‡ected in their WTP for di¤erent default regimes. An individual who opts out
of the default does not pay :
PFLIs can be measured in a few di¤erent ways. In general, WTP for a given default
regime will depend on ; as was shown in Proposition 2. Another marker that PFLIs are
a¤ecting choice is if the di¤erence in probability of switching under the automatic renewal
versus automatic switching defaults is "too high". In the absence of PFLIs ( = 0); consumers switch if ! i < p
(depending on the default); and so the di¤erence in switching
is the probability that ! is between p
and p + . For small, the probability should
be low; PFLIs allow for a larger e¤ect of the default, as the di¤erence in probabilities of
25

WTP could be elicited in a variety of incentive compatible ways, including the Becker-DeGroot-Marshack
(1964) mechanism or the multiple price-list mechanism.
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R1
switching is given by 0 Pr(! 2 [ p ( + )] dH ( ) :
The complete distribution H ( ) can be traced out by experiments that compare behavior under di¤erent defaults. First, observe old consumers’ choices under an automatic
renewal regime (either to take the default and renew, or to opt-out and switch); these
choices are determined by both and !: Then, identify ! i directly by (unexpectedly) eliciting consumers’ WTP to switch. Having determined !; is left as the residual. A consumer’s choice to stay with the default can be compared to the estimated utility of doing
so. Under a automatic renewal default, a consumer will only have opted-out and switched if
p !i
> i : Hence, the probability a consumer with ! i did not opt out of the renewal
default is P r( > p ! i
). By observing this probability for various values of ! i and p;
it is then possible to trace out H ( ) : Similar experiments can be done under an automatic
switching default.26
6

Conclusion

While dynamic defaults a¤ect many markets, they have received little study. The investthen-harvest pricing pattern is prevalent, and leads to incentives for individuals to switch
products. This paper provided a framework for determining how individuals choose dynamic
defaults for themselves, trading o¤ price savings versus adjustment costs and taking into
account that they may face PFLIs. These dynamic defaults have externalities through …rm
pricing, so the decentralized choice of default will not necessarily lead to the socially optimal
default. This paper provided conditions under which the various defaults would be optimal.
Implementing an automatic switching default may require a market organizer with access to the menu of prices a consumer faces and regulatory authority to implement a switch.
They are thus ideal for consideration in markets that are government-organized markets,
such as health insurance exchanges. However, automatic switching defaults can also be implemented by private, third-party clearinghouses, such as a travel website that allows you
to search many di¤erent airlines, brokers in an insurance market, or a consumer …nance
site that tracks products o¤ered by many di¤erent banks. Non-purchase defaults can be
implemented with less information or organization.
The model can be extended in several ways. I have assumed that …rms cannot make
long-term commitments to future prices, but do assume that …rms can commit to the default
that they apply. This state of a¤airs is often observed in markets, and it is likely that
contracting on the default is simpler than writing a state-contingent contract for future
prices. Yet if …rms were not able to commit to future defaults, and defaults were not set by
26

In the model, I have assumed that the distribution of is the same, regardless of which default applies.
However, this same method can be used to identify the distribution of separately under each default.
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a regulator, products with automatic switching default would be undersupplied. Suppose a
consumer preferred an automatic switching default, even though it would lead to a higher
initial price. Even if …rms initially o¤ered automatic switching defaults, the …rm would have
an incentive to change the default to automatic renewal in later periods in order to raise
demand for its product. Not only would automatic switching defaults be only transitorily
applied, but consumers (foreseeing future …rm behavior) would be less likely to pay extra to
choose automatic switching defaults.
While this paper focused on the equilibrium e¤ects of dynamic defaults, …rms will also
respond to other types of defaults. For instance, consider an employer administering a
retirement savings plan that is choosing between requiring an active decision versus setting
a default savings rate and fund allocation. If the retirement savings plan contains competing
mutual funds, the choice of default rule may a¤ect the price elasticity competing funds face
when setting management fees. If active decision increases (decreases) competitive pressure
on …rms when setting fees, then the equilibrium level of fees will be lower (higher) under this
policy than under a default assignment policy. While empirical work thus far has focused
on showing default e¤ects on individual behavior, future empirical work should also examine
the equilibrium e¤ects of changes in default rules.
The distinction between adjustment costs and PFLIs is relevant for contracting and
competition in many contexts. Often, a failure to switch products under an automatic
renewal default has been interpreted as evidence of adjustment costs. However, PFLIs can
also lead to a failure to switch when an automatic renewal default applies. Adjustment
costs and PFLIs have di¤erent welfare implications, lead to di¤erent choices of defaults,
and can be distinguished using revealed preference. PFLIs provide a general framework for
inactivity resulting from numerous psychological sources (e.g. procrastination, memory, and
inattention) that can interact with each other in complex ways. This PFLI framework can
be applied to the analysis of other types of defaults and can be useful for interpreting inertia
observed in markets.
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A.1

Proof of Propositions in the Text

Proposition 1. For a given default, a competitive equilibrium exists and takes the following
Drepeat
form: each period, …rms set introductory prices pinitial = c
and legacy
Repeat 1+(1 Drepeat )
prices plegacy = c + 1 : All young consumers purchase a product at an introductory price.
repeat
Fraction 1 Drepeat of old consumers switch to a di¤erent product and get an introductory
price.
Proof. I show the proposed equilibrium exists by construction. Depending on the distributions G and H; there may be multiple equilibria having the speci…ed form. The repeat
demand Drepeat of old consumers who previously purchased from a …rm is a function only of
p = plegacy pinitial : For any given pinitial ; the pro…t maximizing legacy price exists and is
the argmax of (plegacy c) Drepeat ( p) ; giving plegacy = c + 1 : The zero-pro…t condition
repeat
requires that pinitial be de…ned by [1 + (1 Drepeat )] (pinitial c) + (plegacy c) Drepeat = 0:
Note that the measure of consumers purchasing at the introductory price includes measure 1 of young consumers and (1 Drepeat ) old consumers. This then gives pinitial =
Drepeat
)Drepeat
: This in turn gives p = 1 2 2(1 Drepeat
:
c
Repeat 1+(1 Drepeat )
Repeat
Firms do not have an incentive to deviate from either price. The optimal legacy price
depends solely on the lowest price available to a switcher in the market, which will be an
initial price of another …rm; thus plegacy is pro…t maximizing given its de…nition. Consider
deviations to alternative initial prices p0 : If p0 > pinitial ; the …rm gets no new customers,
and makes zero pro…t. The …rm would not accept p0 < pinitial ; as it would make negative
discounted pro…ts: next period, other …rms’optimal pinitial would be the same, and hence the
deviating …rm’s optimal plegacy would be the same. Hence there are no pro…table deviations
for initial prices either.
Proposition 2. Given Assumption 1 and perfect competition, the privately optimal dynamic
R + p
default is automatic switching if 0
!dG (!) < p G + p ; and is otherwise automatic renewal.
Proof. We need only consider expected utility when consumers are old, as the introductory
price and consumer behavior while young is invariant to a change in the default. Under
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automatic renewal, utility when old is given by:
EU

Re

=v

plegacy

p (1

) G ( p) + (1

)

Z

p

!dG (!) ;

0

since a consumer switches with probability (1
) G ( p), saving p relative to the legacy
price plegacy ; but bearing adjustment costs: Similarly, under an automatic switching default,
expected second period utility is
EU Sw = v

"

plegacy

p (1
) G ( p) + G + p
R p
R + p
) 0 !dG (!) +
!dG (!)
0

+ (1

#

since consumers switch 1) if they are attentive and p > ! it ; or 2) if they are inattentive and
R + p
+ p > ! it : Taking the di¤erence, EU Sw > EU Re i¤ p G + p > 0
!dG (!) :

Proposition 3. Given Assumption 1 and perfect competition, the socially optimal dynamic
R + pSw
R p
Re
default for the population is automatic switching if
!dG (!) < (1
) pSw
!dG (!),
0
and is otherwise automatic renewal.
Proof. The optimal default from the social welfare perspective simply minimizes adjustment
costs borne, since transfers to all consumers are equally weighted and …rms make zero pro…ts.
(The cost of producing the product c per period and the quantity sold are invariant to the
default.) Adjustment costs borne per period under the automatic switching default are equal
to
Z
Z
pSw

(1

+ pSw

!dG (!) +

)

0

!dG (!)

0

since consumer switching behavior is as described in Proposition 2. Similarly, adjustment
R p
costs borne under automatic renewal are equal to (1
) 0 Re !dG (!) per period: Hence,
adjustment costs are lower under automatic switching if
Z

+ pSw

!dG (!) < (1

)

0

Z

pRe
pSw

as asserted.
Proposition 4. With a monopolist seller, the privately optimal dynamic default for a consumer who enters the market under both defaults is non-purchase i¤
(plegacy

v) G plegacy

vi +

G plegacy

vi

>

Z

plegacy vi +

plegacy vi
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!dG (!)

and is otherwise automatic renewal. If the consumer enters the market for only one default,
their privately optimal dynamic default is the one under which they enter.
Proof. For the analysis of privately optimal defaults, the prices are constant across defaults. For a consumer who enters the market under both defaults, behavior when young
does not depend on the default by assumption. Expected utility when old and attentive
is una¤ected by the default. Finally, expected utility when old and inattentive is simR !v Def
R1
ply 0 i ( !) dG (!) + !
(v plegacy ) ; where ! vi Def is the default-speci…c renewal
vi Def
threshold de…ned in the text. Utility under the non-purchase default is higher whenever
R !vi N on
R1
R !vi Re
R1
(
!)
dG
(!)
+
(v
p
)
>
(
!)
dG
(!)
+
(v plegacy ) dG (!) ;
legacy
0
0
! v N on
! v Re
i
i
which simpli…es to the asserted condition. If the consumer purchases under only one default,
that default is privately optimal, since it is revealed preferred to not entering the market.
Proposition 5. With a monopolist seller, the socially optimal dynamic default is nonRv
R1
purchase i¤ maxfv ;v g [ Att (v) + Inatt (v)] dW (v) > v N on N ewDef (v) dW (v) ; where
Re N o
Re
Def is the default under which more consumers enter the market when young, and is otherwise automatic renewal.
Proof. Social welfare is the total valuation of purchasers, minus the cost of production and
adjustment costs. For a given default, this can be decomposed into the welfare of the
young and old at each valuation v; and then integrated over the distribution of …rst-period
R1
purchasers. Thus, social welfare is: v (v c) + AttDef (v) + InattDef (v) dW (v) ; with
Def

AttDef (v) = (1

)

"Z

pDef
legacy v

( !) dG +

InattDef (v) =

"Z

1

(v

#

c) dG

pDef
legacy v

0

and

Z

!v

i Def

( !) dG +

Z

1

!v

0

i Def

(v

#

c) dG :

When comparing welfare under the defaults, the left-hand side of the condition for optimality
integrates over the valuation of consumers who purchase when young under both sets of defaults, leaving just the change in welfare when old; this is decomposed into that for attentive
R pRe
v
and inattentive consumers with AttN o (v) AttRe (v) = (1
) pNlegacy
(v c + !) dG;
o
v
legacy
o
R pNlegacy
vi +
and InattN o (v) InattRe (v) =
(v c + !) dG : The increase in social
Re
p
vi
legacy

welfare under a non-purchase default for type i who purchases when young under both
defaults is then [ Att (vi ) + Inatt (vi )] : The change in social welfare for
h type i who puri
Def
Def
chases when young under default Def only is N ew
(vi ) = (vi c) 1 + Dold (vi )
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Rp
R !vi Def
v
Def
(vi ) being the repeat demand for
(1
) 0 legacy i !dG (!)
!dG (!) ; with Dold
0
type v: Then, total change in social welfare from moving to a non-purchase default simply
integrates over all the di¤erent valuations in the population.
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Appendix: Extension to General Distribution of PFLI and Opt-Out Costs

This appendix generalizes the discussion in Section 3. I now consider optimal defaults
when it , the tolerable losses from inaction resulting from psychological frictions, is drawn
from an arbitrary distribution H that is continuous, bounded and di¤erentiable with p.d.f.
h: As in Section 3, consumers also draw an adjustment cost ! from a continuous, bounded
and di¤erentiable distribution G:
Furthermore, I allow for an "opt-out" cost that must be borne when a consumer does
not take the default option, where is a real resource cost and lowers utility. The opt-out
cost represents the cost of actively expressing preference (e.g. sending back a form), and
is distinct from the cost of switching products (e.g. setting up prescription to be billed to a
new insurer). Thus, is borne when people switch under an automatic renewal default, and
when people do not switch under an automatic switching default. The cost acts similarly
to in how it a¤ects consumer behavior: it increases the likelihood of taking the default.
However, it a¤ects utility di¤erently than , as it directly a¤ects an individual’s WTP for
di¤erent defaults; it can be distinguished from using the choice experiments described in
Section 5. Intuitively, creates an additional motivation to choose a default that matches
the most likely action: if most consumers switch products each period, then an automatic
switching default might raise welfare by saving them the cost of opting out of the default.
When the default is automatic renewal, consumers switch if the gain to doing so, net
of adjustment costs, exceeds it + ; the psychological friction and the real cost of opting
R1
out of the default. This occurs with probability qRe
H( p !
) dG (!) : the
0
probability that p ! it > it + ; integrated over draws of !: Similarly, when the default
is automatic switching, attentive consumers always switch when p ! it >
; since they
compare the gain of switching to paying if they opt out of the default. However, when
> 0; they also switch so long as ! it
p
< it ; since they are willing to tolerate a
loss of to stay with the default of switching. Thus, the probability they switch is given by
R1
qSw 1
H (!
p
) dG (!) :
0
Now, we have the analogues of Propositions 2 and 3. Proposition A.1 again shows that
the privately optimal default for an individual consumer weighs the price savings against the
increased adjustment costs and opt-out costs borne. Similarly, Proposition A.2 shows that
the socially optimal default for the entire population is the default that minimizes adjustment
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costs and opt-out costs.
Proposition A.1. Under the competitive equilibrium setup with > 0 and distribution H
of , the privately optimal dynamic default is automatic switching if
[(1

qSw )

qRe ] +

Z

1

0

Z

p+ +

!dG (!) dH ( ) <

p (qSw

qRe )

p

and is otherwise automatic renewal.
Proof. The proof follows that of Proposition 2. Under automatic renewal, expected total
costs in the second period are given by
ET CRe = qRe + plegacy (1

qRe ) + pinitial (qRe ) +

Z

1

0

Z

p

!dG (!) dH ( )

0

where the last term is adjustment costs borne. For each value of ; the adjustment costs
borne are those between ! = 0 and ! = p
. Similarly, under automatic switching,
expected total price, adjustment, and opt-out costs in in the second period are given by
ET CSw =

(1

qSw ) + plegacy (1

qSw ) + pinitial (qSw ) +

Z

1

0

Z

p+ +

!dG (!) dH ( )

0

where again, the last term is adjustment costs borne. For each value of ; we take the integral
of adjustment costs from ! = 0 to ! = p + + ; since the latter adjustment cost gives
the maximal tolerable loss from switching. Now, automatic switching is privately optimal if
ET CSw < ET CRe ; which requires
[(1

qSw )

qRe ] +

Z

1

0

Z

p+ +

!dG (!) dH ( ) <

p (qSw

qRe )

p

as asserted.
Proposition A.2. De…ne z = pRe 2pSw 2 : Under the competitive equilibrium setup with
> 0 and distribution H of , the socially optimal dynamic default is automatic switching
if
[(1

qSw )

qRe ] +

Z

z

1

Z

pSw + +

!dG (!) dH ( ) <
pRe

Z

0

z

Z

pRe

!dG (!) dH ( )
pSw + +

and is otherwise automatic renewal.
Proof. The proof follows that of Proposition 3: the socially optimal default minimizes real
adjustment costs and opt-out costs borne. Using the logic of Proposition A.1, note that total
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adjustment costs and opt-out costs borne under automatic renewal are given by
Z

1

Z

pRe

!dG (!) dH ( ) + qRe

0

0

where pRe is the equilibrium introductory v. legacy price di¤erential between, given the
automatic renewal default. Similarly, adjustment costs and opt-out costs borne under automatic switching are given by
Z

0

1

Z

pSw + +

!dG (!) dH ( ) + (1

qSw )

0

Note that when pSw
pRe ; total adjustment costs borne are certainly higher under
automatic switching, but opt-out costs may be lower. In general, automatic switching is
optimal if total adjustment and opt-out costs are higher under automatic renewal
Z

1

0

Z

pRe

0

!dG (!)

Z

pSw + +

!dG (!) dH ( ) + [qRe

(1

qSw )] > 0

0

Now, we can break the integrals apart, noting that pRe
> pSw +
pRe
pSw 2
z
> : Hence we have automatic switching optimal when
2
Z

0

z

Z

pRe

!dG (!) dH ( ) >
pSw + +

Z

z

1

Z

+

when

pSw + +

!dG (!) dH ( ) + [(1

qSw )

qRe ]

pRe

as asserted. It can easily be seen that this expression simpli…es to the condition in Proposition
R pRe
3: with = with probability and otherwise zero, it becomes
!dG (!) >
pSw + +
R pSw +
(1
) pRe
!dG (!) + [(1 qSw ) qRe ] : Setting = 0, noting that pRe
< 0 by
R pSw +
R pRe
assumption, and multiplying by -1, we have
!dG (!) < (1
) pSw !dG (!) ; as
0
asserted.
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